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Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping

Hundreds of people have been
crossing unguarded sections of the
Canada-U.S. border since the start
of the year. Most have been sneaking
across the boundary in remote areas
of Manitoba and Quebec. Some have
risked their lives, trudging through
wilderness and farmers’ fields in
deep snow and -20°C temperatures,
carrying suitcases, backpacks and
even small children.
RCMP officers waiting on the
Canadian side of the boundary arrest
the travellers for crossing illegally,
then take them to the Canada Border
Services Agency (CBSA) to allow them
to claim refugee status.

Safe in the U.S.A.?

journey? Most say they’re worried
about the changing political climate in
the United States.
Since taking power in January, U.S.
President Donald Trump has made it
clear that he wants to put Americans
first. He also aims to restrict Muslim
immigration to the U.S., at least
temporarily. So some refugees,
especially those from mainly-Muslim
countries like Somalia and Iraq, say
they’re worried that the U.S. won’t
treat them well – or worse, that the
American government might send
them back to the country they’ve fled.
Canada, they believe, offers a brighter,
and safer, future.

coming to canada

The refugees have included two men
who lost all their fingers and some
of their toes to frostbite, as well as a
pregnant woman and a toddler. None
has U.S. citizenship and most are
originally from a range of African
nations as well as Latin America and
the Middle East.
What is motivating these people
to make the sometimes dangerous

In 2016, the federal government
admitted some 55,000 refugees into
Canada. Most entered legally, in one of
two ways.
Some refugees to Canada were
resettled by the federal government.
For example, Canada has recently
welcomed tens of thousands of
Syrians. They were screened by
Canadian officials in refugee camps

The Canada-U.S.
Border
The Canada-United States border,
officially known as the International
Boundary, is the longest international
border in the world between two
countries.
Some 8,891 kilometres long, the
boundary is undefended. Along most
of its length, there are no physical
markers or barriers. However, it is
illegal to cross the boundary outside
of border controls – special crossings
located on key roads between the two
countries, as well as at many airports,
seaports, and certain train stations.

in Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan, where
they were living after fleeing a brutal
civil war in their own country. They
they were brought to Canada through
a combination of government and
private sponsorship.
Other refugees asked for asylum after
making their own way to Canada.
They made their claim at an official
border crossing or after legally

Definitions
asylum: shelter or protection from danger
2016/2017: Issue 6

refugee: a person forced to flee a country because of war or for
religious or political reasons
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Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping
entering Canada to study, work or
visit.

the middle of the night to assist the
newcomers.

The Safe Third
Country Agreement

What’s the solution?

If it’s possible for refugees to gain
asylum in Canada legally, why are so
many suddenly putting themselves at
risk by sneaking across the border?
Because of the Safe Third Country
Agreement.
This bilateral agreement, signed by
Canada and the U.S. in 2002, requires
refugees to claim asylum in whichever
of the two countries they arrive at
first. That means that refugees already
in the U.S. who legally enter Canada
and then claim refugee status here
will be turned away. However, because
of a loophole, refugees who enter
Canada illegally are allowed to apply
for asylum.

opposing views
In January and February, 1,134
people crossed illegally into Canada,
compared to 2,464 in all of 2016. That’s
a huge increase, and officials say the
rate of illegal crossings will likely grow
as the weather warms.
The border towns where most of
the crossings are taking place are
concerned about this spike. In
Emerson, Manitoba, for instance,
there are just 671 residents. Located
100 kilometres south of Winnipeg,
Emerson doesn’t have the resources
to support the refugees that have
been straggling in from North
Dakota, looking for food, shelter and
transportation. Some residents are
worried that criminals, not refugees,
might also be walking into their town
from the U.S., while first responders
– most of whom are volunteers – are
exhausted from being called out in

Yet many Canadians don’t want to
turn the refugees away, either. So what
should be done? Some argue that the
best solution would be to scrap the
Safe Third Country Agreement. If
claimants are allowed to enter Canada
at regular crossing points, then they
won’t try to cross the boundary
illegally. That would take the pressure
off border towns, and keep refugees
safer.
Others suggest keeping the agreement,
but closing the loophole.
“These folks [border jumpers] are
in a safe country. They’re not under
threat where they are in the United
States. I don’t think they should have
the ability to jump the queue and
get preferential treatment,” stated
Conservative MP Ted Falk.

Hard choices
However, experts say that closing
the loophole isn’t an option, because
Canada is obligated by international
law to admit refugees and hear their
claims. Meanwhile, scrapping the
agreement altogether would likely lead
to an even larger increase in refugees
from the U.S. – and John Manley, who
was deputy prime minister when the
Safe Third Country Agreement was
signed, isn’t sure that’s the direction
Canada should take, either.
“The world is literally swimming in
refugees. People who are fleeing for
their lives. We figure we can take in
and manage about 40,000 a year. Do
we really need to take people from the
United States? They’re not facing the
same challenges as people in Syria, the

From refugee to
Canadian Citizen
If asylum seekers are not arrested as
they cross the border into Canada,
they often call 911. They want to be
apprehended. It’s the first step to
claiming refugee status.
At the Canada Border Services Agency
(CBSA), refugees are screened. Each
person is interviewed, fingerprinted
and photographed. Those who have
committed serious crimes or are unable
to prove their identity are detained
or deported. Those who are eligible
to claim refugee status receive an
immigration hearing date.
Most asylum seekers are then released.
The government offers them temporary
housing, healthcare and financial
support. Some claimants stay with
family or friends. Others stay in
emergency shelters or immigrant
centres.
It usually takes two months to get
an immigration hearing and three
months to get a work permit. In the
meantime, refugees can take advantage
of government-funded programs like
language training and employment
services, and register their children for
school.
If their claim is successful, they can
apply to be a permanent resident, and
eventually become a citizen of Canada.

Middle East, and in Africa. Those are
people in desperate need. If we can
only take 40,000, they’d be at the top
of my list.” J

Definitions
bilateral: involving two groups or countries
loophole: an ambiguity or inadequacy in a law or set of rules
Page 4

queue: a line or sequence of people awaiting their turn to be
attended to or to proceed
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Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping
ON THE LINES

Answer the following in complete sentences:
1. Explain who a refugee is.

2. Which government agency is responsible for screening and processing refugees who arrive in Canada?

3. Describe the initial process that a refugee arriving in Canada must go through.

4. What happens after refugees receive an immigration hearing date? Explain.

5. What happens after a refugee claim is accepted?

6. Which two countries signed the Safe Third Country Agreement? When did this occur?

7. What is the purpose of this agreement? Explain.

8. Which refugees are not covered by this agreement?

9. How many people entered Canada illegally from the U.S. in January and February? How does this compare to last year?

10. Explain why these refugees are now coming to Canada.

2016/2017: Issue 6
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Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping
BET WEEN THE LINES

An inference is a conclusion drawn from evidence. A plausible inference is supported by evidence in the article and is
consistent with known facts outside of the article.
What inference(s) can you draw from the fact that the Canada Border Services Agency detains or deports asylum seekers
who can’t prove their identity or who have committed serious crimes?

BEYOND THE LINES

Find out more about the Safe Third Country Agreement. Why was it created? Why did Canada sign it? The U.S.? Then
consider: Should the agreement be dismantled in light of the growing border jumpings into Canada? Give reasons to
explain your response.
JUST TALK ABOUT IT

1. a) What is your understanding of the reasons why a growing number of refugees are crossing the border illegally to
enter Canada?
b) What is your understanding of the concerns some people have about the growing number of refugees illegally crossing
into Canada?
c) If you were Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, how would you handle the issue of people jumping the border into Canada?
Explain.
2. What if… the world had no borders? Explain.
ONLINE

Note: The links below are listed at www.lesplan.com/en/links for easy access.
1. Watch an excellent CBC explainer on why asylum seekers would be risking their lives to enter Canada at
http://www.cbc.ca/player/play/851992131822/
2. Read “Why Canada’s Status Quo at the Border Can’t Last” from Maclean’s magazine at
http://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/why-canadas-status-quo-at-the-border-cant-last/
3. Watch “Border Town Overwhelmed with Asylum Seekers” on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc_LTNLBYso
4. Listen to Prime Minister Trudeau defend his government’s decisions regarding illegal border crossings into Canada
during Question Period in the House of Commons at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zKZBFIVDIqg J
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Images in the News

Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping
Imagine that you are an investigative reporter interviewing the person in this scene. Generate two powerful questions to
ask in your interview. (A powerful question is not easy to answer, is specific to the situation, is open-ended and requires
further research.) Then, record plausible answers – those that are most likely to be given, believable, and supported by
evidence in the image.

A group of asylum seekers, including two men, a woman and a baby, cross the border illegally from the United States into Canada near Saint-Bernardde-Lacolle, Quebec, on February 20, 2017. (Allan Woods/Toronto Star via Getty Images)

2016/2017: Issue 6
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Map Assignment

Crossing the Border
– A Spike in U.S.-Canada Border Jumping
Complete this map assignment to better understand the article Crossing the Border.
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Obtain the required resources and read all the instructions before starting.
2. Colour your map after all labelling is completed.
3. Print in pencil only first, then go over the printing in black ink.
4. Work carefully and neatly.
Resources Required: pencil, black pen, pencil crayons, ruler, eraser and an atlas.
Part A Locate and label the following provinces in CAPITAL letters and shade each as indicated:
Saskatchewan (green)

Manitoba (orange)

Part B Locate and label the capital city of each province above and underline each city name.
Part C Locate and label the following province, territories and U.S. states in CAPITAL letters and shade each
as indicated:
Ontario (red)
Nunavut (yellow)
North Dakota (brown)

Northwest Territories (pink)
Montana (red)
Minnesota (purple)

Part D Locate and label the following cities:
Brandon
Steinbach
Portage la Prairie

Winkler
Thompson
Emerson

Part E Draw and label the following and shade them light blue:
Churchill River
Saskatchewan River
Red River

Nelson River
Assiniboine River

Part F Locate and label the following and shade all fresh water light blue:
Reindeer Lake
Lake Winnipegosis
Lake Winnipeg

Cedar Lake
Lake Manitoba
Lake of the Woods

Part G Locate and label Hudson Bay and shade all ocean water dark blue.
Part H Locate and label the following lines of latitude:
49o N

60o N

Part I Complete your map with a frame, title and compass. J

Manitoba
Page 8
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Is the Water Safe to Drink?

Clean, reliable water to drink, straight
from the tap. Most of us take this basic
human right for granted.

How does this happen in a wealthy
country that has one of the largest
freshwater supplies in the world?

But take a trip to Marten Falls
First Nation in northern Ontario.
Or Shoal Lake 40 First Nation in
Manitoba. You’ll find out that you
can’t drink tap water there. It’s not
safe. Contaminants lurking in the
water could make you sick. Residents
are forced to bring in bottled water –
sometimes even for washing.

How did we get here?

Under the microscope

Funding for infrastructure such as
water treatment facilities on First
Nations reserves comes from the
federal government, specifically
Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada (INAC). But billions of dollars
worth of investments has often not
translated into safe drinking water.

According to recent news reports,
152,000 of the approximately 462,000
people living on First Nations reserves
in Canada have water treatment
systems that are at medium or high
risk of supplying unsafe water.
Many of these communities are under
a boil-water advisory. Residents must
boil their water for a full minute
before drinking it. As 2016 drew to a
close, 96 such advisories had been in
place for more than a year. Some have
persisted for more than a decade.

Drinking water comes from
underground aquifers (via wells or
springs) or surface water sources
(lakes or streams). It is then filtered
and treated to remove harmful
contaminants, and usually disinfected
with chlorine to remove most
microorganisms.

Why? Regulation is one factor. In most
of Canada, water quality is regulated
by provincial governments. But First
Nations reserves fall outside provincial
rules. That means that water systems
are designed, constructed and
operated without the legal standards

Did You KNow?
Untreated water can contain
contaminants such as arsenic, uranium,
coliform, E. coli, cryptosporidium,
and giardia. Cancer-causing
Trihalomethanes can form when
chlorine used to disinfect drinking
water reacts with naturally occurring
organic matter such as leaves.

or protections that safeguard the
health of most Canadians.
A history of underfunding is another
factor. Because of a lack of money,
many systems in the past were
poorly designed or constructed.
Some used inappropriate technology.
Others weren’t adequately tested.
Some were under-built, lacking
the capacity to serve the growing
community. In other cases they were
built by disreputable or incompetent
contractors.
New Democratic Party MP Charlie
Angus, whose northern Ontario riding
includes many rural First Nations
communities, notes that the federal
government invested $1.9 billion in

Definitions
contaminant: a substance that makes something dirty, polluted, or poisonous
microorganism: a microscopic organism, especially a bacterium, virus, or fungus
Page 10
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Is the Water Safe to Drink?
building new water treatment plants
between 2003 and 2006. Yet “many of
those water plants didn’t even meet
building codes or failed as soon as
they were built,” he says. “Others, they
didn’t put money in to connect them
to homes.”
In some cases, the problem was not
with the design but with the operation
of the plant. Many communities
lacked trained operators and money to
properly manage and maintain their
water systems. As a result, the systems
fell into disrepair long before their
expiration date.
Critics also point the finger at federal
government bureaucracy. The process
to get funding for upgrades or new
plants is too complicated, they say,
and takes far too long. That’s left
communities waiting for years.

International criticism
The combination of causes has
produced a great deal of frustration
and discouragement. It has also cast a
blight on Canada’s global reputation.
In a 2016 report titled “Make it Safe:
Canada’s Obligation to End the First
Nations Water Crisis,” Human Rights
Watch wrote, “We found that the
Canadian government has violated a
range of international human rights
obligations toward First Nations
persons and communities by failing to
remedy the severe water crisis.”
The United Nations Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
has also urged Canada to “live up to
its commitment to ensure access to
safe drinking water and to sanitation
for the First Nations.”

Government promises
During the last federal election
campaign, would-be prime minister
Justin Trudeau made a bold promise.
He was going to end boil-water
advisories on First Nations reserves
by 2021. In his first budget, brought
forward in the spring of 2016, his
government pledged $1.8 billion over
five years to make that happen.
So, is the Prime Minister on track
to meet his promise, almost a year
after the budget announcement?
Not according to the David Suzuki
Foundation. The organization says not
enough has been accomplished.
In November 2016, Health Canada
reported 130 water advisories in effect
in 85 communities. That’s only slightly
better than the tally a year before,
which was 139 in 94 communities.
Most observers agree that the overall
quality of water treatment projects is
improving, but it seems that for every
water system the government fixes,
others are at high risk of failing.
Indigenous Affairs Minister Carolyn
Bennett is confident, however, that
the government will be able to keep
its word. She stresses that the current
approach is to customize each project
to fit the particular needs of the
community it will serve.
“We are there to not only build the
most appropriate kind of facility,
but to improve operations and
maintenance dollars and to be really
interested in training community
members to be able to run these
facilities in the long term.”

WAlkerton
In 2000, cattle manure washed into
a well near the small rural town of
Walkerton, Ontario. It contaminated
the town’s water treatment system
with E. coli. Residents continued to
drink the water for eight days before
the contamination was detected. More
than 2300 people became sick and
seven died. Criminal charges were laid
against the plant manager and one
employee.
Walkerton was a wake-up call. It
revealed flaws in the management
of public drinking water systems.
It served as a catalyst for reforms
in Ontario and across Canada. The
Ontario government brought in new
laws and strict standards and training.
These regulations do not apply on First
Nations reserves, however. The contrast
can be startling. Many First Nations
have experienced chronic water
issues even as neighbouring towns
enjoy access to safe, clean and reliable
drinking water.

Meanwhile, she says, the government
is closely monitoring existing onreserve water plants that are at
high or medium risk, and making
improvements.
“There is no debate,” she says. “All
Canadians should have access to safe,
clean, reliable drinking water.”
“We’re going to get this done.” J

Definitions
blight: something that impairs or destroys
bureaucracy: a system of government where most decisions
are made by state officials rather than by elected representatives
Catalyst: someone or something that causes something to
happen or change
2016/2017: Issue 6

Sanitation: conditions and processes relating to people’s
health, especially the systems that supply water and deal with
human waste
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Is the Water Safe to Drink?
ON THE LINES

Answer the following in complete sentences:
1. Where does most drinking water comes from?

2. How it is this water made safe for human consumption?

3. Which level of government regulates and monitors water quality across Canada?

4. Which level of government is responsible for water treatment on First Nations reserves?

5. Which federal department is responsible for water quality on reserves?

6. Describe the state of water treatment on many First Nations reserves.

7. List at least three reasons why there are so many problems with water quality on First Nations reserves.

8. What did Justin Trudeau promise during the 2015 election campaign?

9. Describe the new approach that Ottawa will use to fi x or build new treatment facilities.

Page 12
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Is the Water Safe to Drink?
BET WEEN THE LINES

An inference is a conclusion drawn from evidence. A plausible inference is supported by
evidence in the article and is consistent with known facts outside of the article.
What inference(s) can you draw from the fact that many First Nations have experienced chronic water issues even as
neighbouring towns enjoy access to safe, clean and reliable drinking water?

JUST TALK ABOUT IT

1. What is your understanding of the reasons for the water quality crisis on First Nations reserves? Explain.
2. What if… one-third of Toronto or Montreal water treatment systems were
at medium to high risk of producing unsafe water? Explain.
3. What if… your family was unable to use your tap water for a year? Explain.
4. Consider this quote from singer and activist Gordon Downie, delivered directly to the
prime minister and one-third of the nation who watched the Tragically Hip’s final show last
summer: “We were trained our entire lives to ignore [the people way up north.]”
a) As you see it, how might this quote relate to the water quality crisis on First Nations reserves? Explain.
b) Do you agree or disagree with Mr. Downie? Give reasons to support your response.
ONLINE

Note: The links below are listed at www.lesplan.com/en/links for easy access.
1. Read the Globe and Mail Review “Unsafe to Drink” at http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/water-treatmentplants-fail-on-reserves-across-canada-globe-reviewfinds/article34094364/
2. Go inside a treatment plant with “Fresh Water Comes to First Nation” from CBC’s The National at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEuXrxPEhRw
3. Explore the federal government’s Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada website at
https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100010002/1100100010021
4. Read the executive summary of “Glass Half Empty” from the David Suzuki Foundation at http://www.davidsuzuki.
org/publications/reports/2017/executive-summary---year-1-progress-toward-resolving-drinking-water-advisories-i/ J
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A terrible Hunger
– Famine Threatens Millions in Four Countries

Not enough to eat. Not enough to
drink. Malnourished, Khadra Saaed
was unable to produce breast milk to
feed her infant son. He passed away,
just seven days after he was born. Now,
his mother fears for her remaining
four children.
“I’m afraid the rest will die,” she said.
“Our situation is getting worse every
day. We have lost everything.”

A killing hunger
Ms. Saaed and her children live in
Somalia, on the east coast of Africa.
This country of 11 million is one of
four currently at risk of – or already
facing – famine.
In all, over 20 million people in
Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen, and
Nigeria may soon die of starvation,
including 1.4 million children, United
Nations (UN) officials say. It’s the
largest humanitarian crisis since 1945,
the year the UN was founded.

A terrible toll
In South Sudan, the world’s youngest
nation, 100,000 people are already
in a state of official famine – the
first to be declared anywhere in
six years. Overall, five million
people –40 percent of the country’s
population – are in urgent need
of food, agriculture and nutrition
assistance.
Meanwhile, in Yemen, 19 million
people –more than two-thirds
of the population – is in need of
humanitarian help. In this country, a
child dies every 10 minutes and half
a million children under five suffer
from severe acute malnutrition. And
in Nigeria, a country of 175 million,
more than 120,000 people could suffer
catastrophic famine-like conditions
that will likely worsen between June
and August, when output from meager
crops dries up.

If famine hits Nigeria, Somalia and
Yemen, it would be the first time in
modern history that four countries
face the crisis at once.

Call for action
UN humanitarian chief Stephen
O’Brien says that the disaster can
still be averted – but individuals and
governments need to take action now.
“We stand at a critical point in
history,” he told the UN Security
Council on March 10. The world needs
to raise $4.4 billion by July. Otherwise,
surviving children may never recover
from malnutrition or go back to
school. Economies will backslide
and “futures and hope will be lost,”
Mr. O’Brien explained.

What’s behind the
catastrophe?
Drought, increasingly common as
global warming intensifies, is partly to
blame for the crisis. In Somalia, lack of
water has killed much of the livestock,

Definitions
drought: a prolonged period of abnormally low rainfall; a shortage of water resulting from this
famine: an extreme scarcity of food
humanitarian: relating to efforts to help people who are suffering because of a war, flood, famine, etc.
security council: a branch of the United Nations that contains five permanent members – the U.S., Britain, China, France, and
Russia – and ten rotating members that is often called upon to respond to international crises
United Nations: an international organization, with 193 member countries, formed in 1945 to increase political and economic
cooperation, to improve human rights and to reduce global conflicts
Page 14
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A terrible Hunger
– Famine Threatens Millions in Four Countries
leaving millions of people without a
source of income. Across the region,
insufficient rainfall is also making it
difficult to grow crops.
The bigger factor behind the looming
famines, however, is human conflict.
In South Sudan, Somalia, Yemen and
Nigeria, fighting has disrupted normal
life. Many people can’t earn a living
and feed themselves because they are
trying just to survive. Millions have
had to abandon crops and livestock to
flee the violence.
In the failed state of Somalia, the
terrorist group al-Shabab controls
many rural parts of the country.
Despite the fact that in the last two
months alone nearly 160,000 people
have been displaced due to severe
drought, the group won’t let aid from
Western nations get through.
As for South Sudan, civil war has
wracked the nation since 2013. The
conflict has caused a dangerous drop
in crop production, so food prices have
soared by as much as 800 percent.
One-third of the nation’s citizens
have been forced to flee their homes.
Yet both rebel forces and government
soldiers in South Sudan are blocking
relief supplies and hijacking food
trucks, despite the presence of 13,500
UN peacekeepers.
Yemen, one of the world’s poorest
nations, is also experiencing a
devastating civil war that pits
government forces against Houthis,
a rebel religious-political movement.
In January and February alone, more
than 48,000 people were uprooted by
the fighting.
Finally, in Nigeria, the northeast part
of the country has been hurt by an

eight-year uprising of another militant
group, Boko Haram. The militants
are retreating, but about 2.4 million
citizens can’t farm their land and have
fled.
Making matters worse, in all four
nations, aid workers themselves have
been attacked. In South Sudan alone,
at least 79 humanitarians have been
killed over the past three years.
“The famine… is the result of leaders
more interested in political power
and personal gain than in stopping
violence and allowing humanitarian
access,” said Michele Sison, a U.S.
representative to the UN, on March 23.

The world responds
At a conference held in Norway in
February, several key countries and
groups pledged to raise $672 million to
deal with the crisis over the next three
years. The following month, Canada
announced that it would contribute
$119 million in aid. But by late March,
the UN had not even come close to
reaching its funding targets, and the
group’s humanitarian chief urged the
world to step up.

What qualifies
as famine?
To measure food insecurity, the UN
has developed a five-phase system
called Integrated Phase Classification
(IPC). Phase 1 means food is generally
secure. At phase 2, food is moderately
or borderline insecure. Phase 3 is an
acute food and livelihood crisis, and
phase 4 is a humanitarian emergency.
Using this system, a crisis becomes a
famine when the IPC declares a level-5
emergency. That means:
• At least 20 percent of the population
has access to fewer than 2100 calories
of food a day;
• Acute malnutrition is seen in more
than 30 percent of children;
• There are two deaths per 100,000
people or four child deaths per 10,000
every day;
• There is a pandemic illness;
• Each person has access to less than
four litres of water a day;
• There is large-scale displacement;
• There is civil strife;
• There has been a complete loss of
assets and source of income.

“To be clear, we can avert a famine.
We're ready despite incredible risk
and danger… but we need those huge
funds now,” Mr. O’Brien said.
Paula Tenglia, representing Action
Against Hunger Canada, pleaded with
governments and individuals to look
at the faces behind the numbers.
“They're real people. They're not just
numbers. They are mothers, fathers,
children,” she said.
They need the world’s compassion and
help. J

Definitions
civil war: a war between citizens of the same country
calorie: a unit measuring how much energy people get from food
failed state: a state whose political or economic system has become so weak that the government is no longer in control
2016/2017: Issue 6
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international

A terrible Hunger
– Famine Threatens Millions in Four Countries
ON THE LINES

Answer the following in complete sentences:
1. Identify the system that the UN developed to measure food insecurity.

2. List at least four elements of phase 5.

3. What hunger warning did the UN recently issue?

4. What natural cause is contributing to this crisis?

5. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in Somalia?

6. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in South Sudan?

7. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in Yemen?

8. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in Nigeria?

9. How has the world responded to this crisis?

Page 16
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international

A terrible Hunger
– Famine Threatens Millions in Four Countries
BET WEEN THE LINES

An inference is a conclusion drawn from evidence. A plausible inference is supported by evidence in the article and is
consistent with known facts outside of the article.
What inference(s) can you draw from the fact that drought is becoming increasingly common as climate change
intensifies?

BEYOND THE LINES

The Global Goals (also known as the Sustainable Development Goals) were adopted by world leaders at an historic United
Nations Summit in 2015. The aim of the Global Goals is to focus participating countries’ attention over the next 15 years
on working together to end all forms of poverty, fight inequalities and tackle climate change. The Global Goals build on
the Millennium Development Goals (2000-2015) that successfully helped cut global extreme poverty and child mortality
rates by more than half compared to 1990. Learn more about the Global Goals at www.GlobalGoals.org. Which of them
are most closely linked to this story?
JUST TALK ABOUT IT

1. What is your understanding of the reasons for the famine threat in four nations? Explain.
2. If conflict causes famine, then what causes conflict? Brainstorm a list of reasons why humans fight. Now rank them
from least to most likely to cause violence. Then discuss at least two solutions for each.
3. The United Nations says the famine threat is the largest humanitarian crisis since 1945, and has asked for $4.4 billion by
July – but by late March, the UN had not even come close to reaching this goal. What reasons can you suggest to explain
why individuals and countries have not been doing more to help avert a famine?
ONLINE

Note: The links below are listed at www.lesplan.com/en/links for easy access.
1. Read a March 27 article from the New York Times called, “Drought and War Heighten Threat of Not Just One Famine,
But Four” at
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/27/world/africa/famine-somalia-nigeria-south-sudan-yemen-water.html
2. Watch CBC’s The National’s story “UN Issues Dire Warning on Famine” on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwoJsv91_Jg
3. Read “Are Drought-Resistant Crops in Africa the Tech Fix They’re Cracked Up to Be?” at https://www.theguardian.
com/sustainable-business/2016/sep/02/drought-resistant-crops-gm-africa-monsanto-syngenta-dupont
4. Explore the World Food Programme’s website at http://www1.wfp.org/and learn more about Sustainable Development
Goal #2: No Hunger at http://www1.wfp.org/zero-hunger J
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Editorial Cartoon

A terrible HUnger
– Famine strikes multiple African countries

YOUR TASK:

Examine the editorial cartoon. Then, use the questions below to help you decode the cartoon’s message. Be specific and
include as many details as possible in your answers. Note: Background information on what editorial cartoons are and
what techniques cartoonists use is available for download at www.lesplan.com/en/subscribers

Initial reading: What can an initial look reveal?
1. Glance quickly at the cartoon. What is your first impression – your “gut response”?
2. What is the likely topic of this cartoon? Consider your background knowledge. What do you already know about the
context of the cartoon – the time, place or situation? (List key facts.)

Closer look: What’s happening in the cartoon?
3. Describe what you see in the cartoon. Who is featured in the cartoon? What is this person doing?

Draw conclusions: What overall impression can you draw?
4. Identify possible biases. Whose perspective or point of view is expressed in the cartoon?
5. Explain the overall message of the cartoon in a paragraph. (Remember, a good interpretation is specific and detailed.) J
Prepared with assistance from TC2 , The Critical Th inking Consortium. © 2017
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Map Assignment

A terrible HUnger
– Famine strikes multiple African countries
Complete this map assignment to better understand the article A Terrible Hunger.
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Obtain the required resources and read all the instructions before starting.
2. Colour your map after all labelling is completed.
3. Print in pencil only first, then go over the printing in black ink.
4. Work carefully and neatly.
Resources Required: pencil, black pen, pencil crayons, ruler, eraser and an atlas.
Part A Locate and label the following countries in CAPITAL letters and shade each as indicated:
Libya (orange)
Sudan (green)
Central African Republic (purple)
Eritrea (red)
Saudi Arabia (brown)

Chad (red)
South Sudan (orange)
Ethiopia (pink)
Egypt (purple)
Yemen (yellow)

Part B Locate and label the capital city of each country and underline each city name.
Part C Locate and label the following countries in CAPITAL letters and shade each as indicated:
Niger (yellow)
Uganda (yellow)
Kenya (purple)
Djibouti (green)
Iran (purple)
Jordan (red)

Cameroon (pink)
Democratic Republic of the Congo (brown)
Somalia (orange)
Iraq (green)
Kuwait (yellow)
Israel (yellow)

Part D Locate and label the following and shade all salt water dark blue:
Indian Ocean
Red Sea
Mediterranean Sea

Gulf of Aden
Persian Gulf

Part E Locate and label the following and shade them light blue:
Lake Chad

Lake Turkana

Part F Draw and label the following rivers and shade them light blue:
Nile River
Blue Nile

White Nile

Part G Draw and label the Tropic of Cancer (23˚N).
Part H Shade all remaining territory grey.
Part I Complete your map with a frame, title and compass bearing J
Sudan

South Sudan
2016/2017: Issue 6
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Science, Technology and the Environment

Lyme Disease on the Rise

A perfect day for a spring walk along
a woodland trail. As you stroll, tall
grasses brush against your legs.
Unbeknownst to you, a hitchhiker is
lurking there, waiting for you to pass.

Small pest, big problem
The tiny black-legged tick – as small
as a grain of sand – crawls inside your
pant leg. It seeks somewhere dark and
quiet on your body where it can attach
and have a blood feed. Once it finds a
suitable spot, its mouth parts latch on.
You won’t feel a thing. It doesn’t hurt
like a mosquito bite. Meanwhile, the
tick engorges on blood. Over several
days, it may swell to the size of a grape,
until it is sated and falls off.
Here’s the problem: There’s a chance
that this black-legged tick may be
infected with a bacterium called
Borrelia burgdorferi. After being
attached to your body for 36 to 48
hours, it will begin to transmit this
bacterium to you.
And now you are infected with Lyme
disease.

symptoms and treatment
If diagnosed early, Lyme disease is
easily treated with antibiotics. Trouble
is, the disease is tough to diagnose,
and not all doctors know enough
about it.

patient’s blood against the bacteria
that causes Lyme disease. However, it
is not reliable during the early stages
of the disease and it can take many
months and multiple visits to a doctor
before a diagnosis is confirmed.

Symptoms can include fatigue, fever
or chills, headache, and muscle pain
or weakness. Most (but not all) people
infected with Lyme disease have a
characteristic rash at the bite site. It
may look like a bull’s eye. Other times
it may look more like a bruise, or
blistered skin.

If left untreated, Lyme disease can
result in heart issues, paralysis,
mental confusion, or nervous system
disorders. Even after treatment, some
people continue to suffer symptoms
for months or years.

The challenge is that many of these
symptoms are similar to those that
occur for flu or other illnesses. They
also vary from person to person. Some
will get mild symptoms soon after the
bite. Others may experience severe
symptoms, but not for several weeks.

According to the World Health
Organization, Lyme disease is also
endemic in the forested areas of Asia
and most of Europe.

An important part of the diagnosis
is knowing whether you have been
potentially exposed to ticks. There is
also a lab test available for detecting
the presence of antibodies in the

Did You know?

ticks on the uptick
The risk of contracting Lyme disease
in Canada is low, but it is rising
rapidly.
In the United States, ticks have been
a public health concern for decades.

Definitions
bacterium: a member of a large group of unicellular
microorganisms, some of which can cause disease
endemic: (of a disease or condition) regularly found among
particular people or in a certain area
2016/2017: Issue 6

engorge: to suck blood to the limit of body capacity
sate: to satisfy (a desire or an appetite) to the full
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Science, Technology and the Environment

Lyme Disease on the rise
There, an estimated 300,000 people
each year contract Lyme disease. Now,
as the climate warms, ticks are making
their way further and further north.
While southern and eastern Ontario
are hotspots, black-legged ticks are
also established in southern parts of
British Columbia, Manitoba, Quebec,
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
They can turn up in other places as
well, often carried by migrating birds.
Canada is home to many species of
ticks, but it’s the “black-legged” or
“deer” tick that is the most common
Lyme-carrier.
Health professionals are required
by law to report cases to the Public
Health Agency of Canada. Health
authorities then monitor trends and
track outbreaks.
In 2008, 128 cases were reported. By
2016, that number was closer to 1000.
“It’s alarming that the numbers are
increasing continuously,” says Dr.
Gregory Taylor, the country’s chief
public health officer.
In response, the government of
Canada is stepping up its game. A
private members bill by Green Party
Member of Parliament (MP) Elizabeth
May was passed in 2014. It requires the
federal government to develop a new
set of guidelines to help prevent and
reduce Lyme disease-related health
risks to Canadians. This framework is
expected to be published in May 2017.

prevention
The easiest way to avoid Lyme disease
is to protect yourself. Ticks can’t fly or
jump. They wait on tall grasses, shrubs
or fallen leaves in woodlands and
brushy areas, and climb onto a passing
host.

from crawling onto your skin. Wear
closed-toed shoes and long pants that
can tuck into your socks, and a longsleeved shirt to tuck into your pants.
Using a bug spray containing DEET
can also help deter ticks.

take away

It’s a good idea to have someone give
you a quick scan now and then when
you’re outside – a job made easier if
you wear light clothing. After you’ve
been outdoors, consider taking a bath
or shower to wash away any loose
ticks, and pop your clothing into a
dryer for 15 minutes to kill any hidden
in the fabric.

Vett Lloyd is a biologist at New
Brunswick’s Mount Allison University
who studies ticks. She herself has
experienced a serious case of Lyme
disease.

Did you know?
Dogs can also get Lyme disease, and
should be checked for ticks. However,
only about five percent of dogs that
get infected show symptoms, and the
ones that do generally respond well to
treatments.

removing a tick
What if you find a tick embedded
into your skin? It will appear as a
tiny red or dark bump three to five
millimetres in length. Remove it as
soon as possible with clean tweezers.
Grasp the head as close to the skin as
possible, and pull slowly straight out.
If the tick mouthparts remain in the
skin after you’ve detached the body,
use the tweezers to remove them.
Wash the area with soap and water or
rubbing alcohol.

Unfortunately, ticks – among
nature’s most efficient transmitters of
infectious bacteria – are here to stay.
They could even become carriers of
other infectious illnesses.

“There’s nothing good inside a tick,”
she says. “Personally, if every tick
vanished on the planet, I wouldn’t be
sorry.”
That’s not likely to happen, say
experts.
“It’s going to grow – that is very clear
from the mapping,” says Jianhong Wu,
the director of the York Institute for
Health Research in Toronto.
So, should you hide indoors and
never venture out? Of course not. It’s
far better to be outdoors and active.
However, health experts suggest using
some precautions and common sense.
“Check for ticks and just get on with
your life,” says Dr. Lloyd. J

If you can, take a photo of the tick
or put it in a clean container or bag.
Record the date that you were bit. If
you do end up with symptoms of Lyme
disease, the tick will help confirm the
diagnosis and assist in the mapping of
hotspots.

So when walking, hunting, fishing or
camping in areas known to have ticks,
your best bet is to deter the critters
Page 22
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Science, Technology and the Environment

Lyme Disease on the Rise
ON THE LINES

Answer the following in complete sentences:
1. How many people in the United States and Canada contract Lyme disease each year?

2. Which bacterium causes this disease?

3. How is this disease usually transmitted to humans?

4. What are they symptoms of Lyme disease?

5. How do doctors treat this disease in the early stages?

6. List two reasons why Lyme disease is hard to diagnose in the early stages.

7. Explain what can happen if the disease is left untreated.

8. What is the federal government doing to try and deal with this disease? Explain.

9. Identify at least four ways to avoid Lyme disease.

2016/2017: Issue 6
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Science, Technology and the Environment

Lyme Disease on the Rise
BET WEEN THE LINES

An inference is a conclusion drawn from evidence. A plausible inference is supported by evidence in the article and is
consistent with known facts outside of the article.
What inference(s) can you draw from the fact that in 2008, 128 cases of Lyme disease were reported, but by 2016, that
number was closer to 1000?

BEYOND THE LINES

1. Ticks aren’t the only creatures that carry diseases. Find out what the deadliest animal on Earth is and why. Then,
participate in a Skype virtual field trip on the subject with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation at https://education.
microsoft.com/Story/VirtualFieldTrip?token=QaIN0
2. Create a poster to educate other students and adults in your school or community about Lyme disease – what it is, how
it can be prevented, and what someone who may have been bitten by a tick should do.
JUST TALK ABOUT IT

1. For what reasons do you agree with Dr. Lloyd that the world would be better off without ticks? For what reasons could
you disagree? Explain.
2. As you see it, what is the importance of this story?
ONLINE

Note: The links below are listed at www.lesplan.com/en/links for easy access.
1. Explore “A Beginner’s Guide to Lyme Disease” from CBC’s The Nature of Things at
http://www.cbc.ca/natureofthings/features/beginners-guide-to-lyme-disease
2. See the global distribution of Lyme disease at http://www.cvbd.org/en/occurrence-maps/world-map/
3. Get more details on the surveillance of Lyme disease across Canada at
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/lyme-disease/surveillance-lyme-disease.html
4. Read the Summary Report for the Conference to Develop a Federal Framework on Lyme Disease at
http://healthycanadians.gc.ca/publications/diseases-conditions-maladies-affections/summary-report-lyme-2016conference-rapport-sommaire/index-eng.php?_ga=1.181812324.293857354.1485541552
5. Learn about a new kind of test that may help to diagnose Lyme disease earlier and more accurately at
https://www.google.ca/amp/www.cnbc.com/amp/2017/02/07/technology-backed-by-bill-gates-may-improve-testingfor-lyme-disease.html
6. Watch a three-minute story on Lyme disease from CBC’s The National at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=KEtv7TN4LFU The title of the YouTube video is “Lyme Disease Cases on the Rise in Several Provinces.” J
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Crossword

Lyme Disease on the Rise
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

14

12

13

15

16

ACROSS

DOWN

4. some 300,000 people are infected each year
with Lyme disease in the _____ (2)
6. most people infected with Lyme disease
have a _____ at the bite site
7. ticks should be removed with clean _____

1. Elizabeth May introduced a _____ members bill
2. migrating _____ can spread ticks
3. insect repellent found in bug spray
5. Lyme disease can be hard to _____

8. Lyme disease is _____ in parts of Asia and Europe

9. doctors must report Lyme disease cases to the
Public _____ Agency of Canada

12. a member of a large group of unicellular
microorganisms, some which can cause disease.

10. ticks can’t fly or _____

14. used to treat Lyme disease
16. Borrelia _____

11. a tick is the size of a grain of _____
13. a very small insect that attaches itself to the
skin of animals or people
15. what ticks eat
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Quizzes
CROSSING THE BORDER

Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. Which government agency screens and processes refugees who arrive in Canada?
a) CSIS
b) RCMP
c) CBSA
d) FBI
e) CIA
______ 2. Where are most refugee claimants who leave the U.S. crossing the border into Canada?
a) Manitoba and Quebec
b) Alberta and Ontario
c) B.C. and Saskatchewan
d) New Brunswick and Manitoba
e) Ontario and Quebec
______ 3. The Safe Third Country Agreement does not apply to refugee claimants who:
a) arrive in Canada by boat
b) cross into Canada from the U.S. at a regular border crossing
c) enter another country before coming to Canada
d) cross into Canada from the U.S. illegally
e) are officially recognized by the United Nations
______ 4. True or False? The Canada-U.S. boundary is the longest border between two countries.
______ 5. True or False? Officials expect the number of refugee claimants coming from the U.S. to decrease.
6. Canada should discourage all refugees from crossing into Canada from the U.S. Do you agree or disagree with this
statement? Give reasons to support your response.

IS THE WATER SAFE TO DRINK?

Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. How many people live on First Nations reserves in Canada?
a) 75,000
b) 152,000
c) 225,000
d) 462,000
e) 1.2 million
______ 2. Which federal department is responsible for water quality on First Nations reserves?
a) Health Canada
b) Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada
c) Statistics Canada
d) Canadian Food Inspection Agency
e) Public Safety Canada
______ 3. How does Carolyn Bennett plan to change the way water quality projects on reserves are built?
a) by customizing each project to fit the needs of the community
b) by providing $10 billion in extra funding
c) by having Canadian Forces engineers help with the planning and construction
d) by allowing reserves to tie into nearby municipal water sources
e) by asking for help from the United Nations
______ 4. True or False? The federal government regulates water quality for all Canadians.
______ 5. True or False? In the last federal election, Stephen Harper promised to end boil-water advisories on First
Nations reserves by 2021.
6. What is your understanding of the reasons for poor water quality on many First Nations reserves? Explain.
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Quizzes
A TERRIBLE HUNGER

Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. According to the UN, how many people are in danger of starvation?
a) 600,000
b) 2 million
c) 14 million
d) 20 million
e) 35 million
______ 2. What is the largest factor contributing to this humanitarian crisis?
a) human conflict
b) drought
c) global warming
d) lack of funds
e) failed crops
______ 3. Which country is NOT in danger of famine?
a) South Sudan
c) Libya
e) Nigeria

b) Yemen
d) Somalia

______ 4. True or False? The famine facing some countries is the largest humanitarian crisis since 1945.
______ 5. True or False? The UN was successful in raising money to help people facing starvation.
6. The famine threatening Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen and Nigeria is human-caused. Do you agree or disagree with
this statement? Give reasons to support your response.

LYME DISEASE ON THE RISE

Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. How many people in the United States contract Lyme disease every year?
a) 1000
b) 25,000
c) 150,000
d) 300,000
e) 675,000
______ 2. What do doctors use to treat Lyme disease?
a) antibiotics
c) CAT scan
e) stem cell treatments

b) radiation therapy
d) acupuncture

______ 3. Which of the following is NOT a symptom of Lyme disease?
a) heart issues
b) stomach cramps
c) paralysis
d) mental confusion
e) nervous system disorders
______ 4. True or False? Only people can contract Lyme disease.
______ 5. True or False? Lyme disease is easily diagnosed and treated.
6. The benefits of outdoor activity outweigh the dangers of Lyme disease. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?
Give reasons to support your response.
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Answer Key
CROSSING THE BORDER
1. Explain who a refugee is. A person forced to leave a country
because of war or for religious or political reasons.
2. Which government agency is responsible for screening and
processing refugees who arrive in Canada?
Canada Border Services Agency [CBSA] (The CBSA
carries out its responsibilities with a workforce of about
14,000, including over 6500 uniformed officers who
provide services at approximately 1200 points across
Canada and at 39 international locations. The CBSA
manages 117 land-border crossings, it operates at 13
international airports, it carries out marine operations
at major ports and at numerous marinas and reporting
stations, and it also performs operations at 27 rail sites.)
3. Describe the initial process that a refugee arriving
in Canada must go through. The CBSA screens all
refugees – each claimant is interviewed, fingerprinted
and photographed. Those who have committed serious
crimes or are unable to prove their identity are detained
or deported. Those who are eligible to claim refugee
status receive an immigration hearing date.
4. What happens after refugees receive an immigration
hearing date? Explain. Most asylum seekers are released.
The government offers them temporary housing, healthcare
and financial support. Some claimants stay with family or
friends. Others stay in emergency shelters or immigrant
centres. It usually takes two months for an immigration
hearing and three months to get a work permit. In the
meantime, refugees can take advantage of governmentfunded programs like language training and employment
services, and register their children for school.
5. What happens after a refugee claim is accepted?
A refugee who is accepted can apply to be a permanent
resident, and can eventually become a citizen of Canada.
6. Which two countries signed the Safe Third Country
Agreement? When did this occur? Canada and
the United States signed the treaty in 2002.
7. What is the purpose of this agreement? Explain.
This bilateral agreement requires refugees to claim asylum in
whichever of the two countries they arrive at first. That means
that refugees already in the U.S. who legally enter Canada
and then claim refugee status here will be turned away.
8. Which refugees are not covered by this agreement?
The agreement contains a loophole - it doesn’t apply to
refugees who leave the U.S. and enter Canada illegally.
9. How many people entered Canada illegally from the U.S. in
January and February? How does this compare to last year?
1,134 people crossed illegally into Canada, compared to
2,464 in all of 2016. (Hundreds have crossed unguarded
sections of the Canada-U.S. border since January. Most
have crossed the boundary in remote areas of Manitoba
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and Quebec. Officials warn that the rate of illegal
crossings will likely grow as the weather warms.)
10. Explain why these refugees are now coming to Canada.
Most are worried about the political climate in America.
U.S. President Donald Trump has made it clear that he
wants to put Americans first. He also wants to restrict
Muslim immigration to the U.S., at least temporarily.
Some refugees, especially those from mainly-Muslim
countries, say they’re worried that the U.S. won’t treat
them well – or worse, that they might be sent back.
Canada, they believe, offers a brighter, and safer, future.
IS THE WATER SAFE TO DRINK?
1. Where does most drinking water comes from?
Drinking water comes from underground aquifers (via wells
or springs) or surface water sources (lakes or streams).
2. How it is this water made safe for human
consumption? It is fi ltered and treated to remove
harmful contaminants, and usually disinfected
with chlorine to remove most microorganisms.
3. Which level of government regulates and
monitors water quality across Canada? This is the
responsibility of the provincial governments.
4. Which level of government is responsible for water
treatment on First Nations reserves? Ottawa is responsible
for infrastructure funding such as water treatment facilities.
(A complex set of regulations from three federal departments,
combined with ambiguous guidelines regarding responsibility
and enforcement means problems can persist for years.)
5. Which federal department is responsible for water
quality on reserves? Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada (INAC) is the department in charge.
6. Describe the state of water treatment on many First
Nations reserves. Billions of dollars worth of investments
have often not translated into safe drinking water. Recent
reports reveal that 152,000 of the 462,000 people living
on First Nations reserves in Canada have water treatment
systems that are at medium or high risk of supplying unsafe
water. Many communities are under a boil-water advisory.
At the end of 2016, 96 advisories had been in place for more
than a year. Some have existed for more than a decade.
7. List at least three reasons why there are so many problems
with water quality on First Nations reserves.
1) Water quality is regulated by provincial governments,
but First Nations reserves fall outside provincial rules. That
means that water systems are designed, constructed and
operated without the legal standards or protections that
safeguard the health of most Canadians. 2) Underfunding
caused many systems to be poorly designed or constructed.
Some used inappropriate technology and others weren’t
adequately tested. Some were under-built, lacking the capacity
to serve a growing community. In other cases they were
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Answer Key
built by disreputable or incompetent contractors. 3) Many
communities lacked trained operators and money to properly
manage and maintain their water systems. As a result, the
systems fell into disrepair long before their expiration date.
4) Ottawa’s bureaucracy resulted in a complicated and lengthy
process to obtain funding for upgrades or new facilities.
8. What did Justin Trudeau promise during the 2015
election campaign? The prime minister promised his
government would end boil-water advisories on First
Nations reserves by 2021. In the first federal budget last
year, the Liberals pledged $1.8 billion over five years.
(Some progress has been made, but the David Suzuki
Foundation says not enough has been accomplished.)
9. Describe the new approach that Ottawa will use
to fi x or build new treatment facilities. Indigenous
Affairs Minister Carolyn Bennett says the federal
government will now customize each project to fit the
particular needs of the community it will serve.
A TERRIBLE HUNGER
1. Identify the system that the UN developed to measure
food insecurity. The Integrated Phase Classification
[IPC]. (This classification system includes five phases
ranging from phase 1 where food is generally secure
to phase 5, where a crisis becomes a famine.)
2. List at least four elements of phase 5. 1) At least 20% of
the population has access to fewer than 2,100 calories a
day. 2) Acute malnutrition is present in more than 30%
of children;3) There are two deaths per 100,000 people
or four child deaths per 10,000 every day. 4) A pandemic
illness. 5) Each person has access to less than four litres
of water a day. 6) Large-scale displacement. 7) Civil strife.
8) Complete loss of assets and source of income.
3. What hunger warning did the UN recently issue?
Over 20 million people in Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen,
and Nigeria may soon die of starvation, including 1.4 million
children. (This is the largest humanitarian crisis since 1945.)
4. What natural cause is contributing to this crisis?
Drought (caused by global warming), is partly to blame.
Lack of water has killed livestock and low rainfall
across the region has made it difficult to grow crops.
5. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in
Somalia? In this failed state, the terrorist group al-Shabab
controls many rural areas. In the last two months nearly
160,000 people have been displaced due to severe drought,
but this group has stopped aid from Western nations.
(Drought in this country has killed much of the livestock,
leaving millions of people without a source of income.)
6. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in South
Sudan? Civil war, which started in 2013, has caused a
dangerous drop in crop production, and food prices have
soared by as much as 800%. One-third of the nation’s citizens
2016/2017: Issue 6

have been forced to flee. Both rebels and government soldiers
have blocked relief supplies and hijacked food trucks, despite
the presence of 13,500 UN peacekeepers. (Some 100,000
people are now in a state of official famine. Five million
people (40% of the population) urgently need assistance.)
7. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in Yemen?
This very poor country is also experiencing a brutal civil war
as government forces fight Houthis, a rebel religious-political
movement. In January and February, more than 48,000
people were uprooted by the fighting. (19 million people
[two-thirds of the population] need humanitarian help. In
this country, a child dies every 10 minutes and half a million
children under five suffer from severe acute malnutrition.)
8. How is human conflict contributing to the crisis in Nigeria?
The northeast part of Nigeria has experienced an eightyear uprising by Boko Haram. The militants are retreating,
but about 2.4 million Nigerians can’t farm their land and
have fled. (In this country of 175 million, over 120,000
people face famine-like conditions that will likely worsen
this summer, when output from meager crops dries up.)
9. How has the world responded to this crisis? At a
February conference in Norway, several countries and
groups pledged to raise $672 million to over the next
three years. In March, Canada announced that it would
contribute $119 million in aid. (But by late March, the UN
had not come close to reaching its funding targets, and the
group’s humanitarian chief urged the world to step up.)
EDITORIAL CARTOON
1. Answers will vary.
2. The topic of the cartoon is the famine currently threatening
four nations. The United Nations warns that over 20 million
people in Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen, and Nigeria
may soon die of starvation. It’s the largest humanitarian
crisis since 1945, and $4.4 billion is needed to help those
affected. Drought is one of the causes of the severe food
shortage, but the other (more important) reason is human
conflict. In all four countries, fighting has disrupted
normal life. People have had to stop farming or caring
for their livestock because they have to keep safe, or
flee. Making matters worse, in some cases, soldiers are
preventing aid from reaching the people in need.
3. A small, malnourished child – thin, barefoot and wearing
few clothes – is looking reproachfully at the reader and
holding a bowl that is empty save for three bullets.
4. The perspective is that of the cartoonist.
5. The cartoonist may be suggesting that while the people in
Somalia, South Sudan, Yemen and Nigeria are starving
and need food, they are getting conflict instead – which
is worsening the problem instead of making it better.
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Answer Key
LYME DISEASE ON THE RISE

PUZZLE

1. How many people in the United States and
Canada contract Lyme disease each year?
300,000 in the U.S. and 1000 in Canada.

1

4. What are they symptoms of Lyme disease?
Symptoms can include fatigue, fever or chills, headache,
and muscle pain or weakness. Most infected people
have a characteristic rash at the bite site that looks like a
bull’s eye, a bruise, or blistered skin. However many of
these symptoms are similar to those that occur for flu or
other illnesses and they vary from person to person.

2

I

2. Which bacterium causes this disease? Borrelia burgdorferi
3. How is this disease usually transmitted to humans?
A tiny black-legged tick (a.k.a. deer tick) can attach and
have a blood feed. Ticks can’t fly or jump so they wait
on tall grasses, shrubs or fallen leaves in woodlands and
brushy areas, and climb onto a passing host. Once it
finds a suitable spot, its mouth parts latch on. After being
attached for 36 to 48 hours, it will transmit the bacterium.
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QUIZZES

5. How do doctors treat this disease in the early stages?
Lyme disease is easily treated with antibiotics.

Crossing the Border
1. c 2. a 3. d 4. True 5. False

6. List two reasons why Lyme disease is hard to diagnose in the
early stages. Not all doctors know enough about it. A lab test
can detect antibodies in the patient’s blood. However, it is not
reliable during the early stages and it can take many months
and multiple visits to a doctor before a diagnosis is confirmed.

Is the Water Safe to Drink?
1. d 2. b 3. a 4. False 5. False

7. Explain what can happen if the disease is left untreated.
Lyme disease can cause heart issues, paralysis,
mental confusion, or nervous system disorders.
(Even after treatment, some people continue to
suffer symptoms for months or years.)
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A Terrible Hunger
1. d 2. a 3. c 4. True 5. False
Lyme Disease on the Rise
1. d 2. a 3. b 4. False 5. False

8. What is the federal government doing to try and deal with
this disease? Explain. A private members bill introduced by
Green Party MP Elizabeth May was passed in 2014. It requires
the federal government to develop a new set of guidelines to
help prevent and reduce Lyme disease-related health risks.
This framework is expected to be published in May 2017.
9. Identify at least four ways to avoid Lyme disease.
1) Wear closed-toed shoes and long pants that can tuck
into your socks, and a long-sleeved shirt to tuck into your
pants. 2) Use a bug spray containing DEET. 3) Have someone
give you a quick scan – this is easier if you wear light
clothing. 4) After being outdoors, take a bath or shower.
5) Put clothing into a dryer for 15 minutes to kill any ticks.
6) Remove ticks as soon as possible with clean tweezers.
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Answer Key
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
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Answer Key
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
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